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1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this event, attended by over 55 people, was to discuss the best system the UK could use for resolving challenges to public procurements.  A 
remedies regime that promotes efficient public procurement, whilst ensuring adequate remedies, is undoubtedly in the public interest.  What is less clear is how to 
structure a system that promotes the interests of contracting authorities, economic operators and the public alike.     
 
In order to draw out the characteristics of the existing system which prove problematic, and in order to ascertain what changes would be advantageous in a new 
system, debate focussed around three different models: 
 

• The existing court based system 
• A public law only based system 
• A tribunal based system 

 
These three different models were advocated by three different teams, who then faced questions on the model from the panel. 
 
A summary of the debate, questions and conclusions appears below.     
Proponents/Panel 
 
Panel:  Professor Sue Arrowsmith, Sarah Hannaford QC, Emily Heard (Bevan Brittan) 
Advocates for current Court based system:  Catherine Wolfenden (Osborne Clarke) and Ian Tucker (Burges Salmon) 
Advocates for public law only based system:  Fran Mussellwhite (Bevan Brittan) and Jorren Knibbe (Guildhall Chambers) 
Advocates for tribunal based system:  Chris Jackson (Burges Salmon) and Trevor Watt (Bevan Brittan) 
 
2 THE EXISTING COURT BASED SYSTEM 

 
2.1 The noted advantages of this system were as follows: 

• The High Court is designed for and has experience of all the requirements of procurement cases:  
o Specialist, often complex law is involved – the courts have expert judges and a specialist list; 
o Rigorous analysis of factual evidence is required – the courts regularly deal with documentary and oral witness evidence and are experienced in 

weighing it correctly; 
o Enforceable powers are necessary to deal with asymmetry of knowledge and effective remedies – the court's powers are second to none; 
o Confidential information must be handled – the courts have established robust mechanisms to balance commercial and public interests; 
o Urgency is often required – the courts are well resourced, available at all times and prepared to list cases urgently; 
o Flexible procedure can adapt to complexity of the case, and manage the litigation in a proportionate way; 
o Unexpected and novel issues arise – the courts are used to being flexible and have ready access to review by appeal. 

• The High Court is publicly subsidised, its procedures well known and provides access to justice  
• The High Court is an internationally respected system.   

 
2.2 Question from Emily Heard:  The major flaw with the current system is the use of American Cyanamid as the test for an application to lift the suspension, 

coupled with the "sufficiently serious" damages test (although following Fraser J's application of it 1 this may not be particularly problematic for claimants who 
can show that the breach led to a failure to award to the most economically advantageous tender or altered the outcome of the competition).  In all but the 
rarest of cases (where the claimant would collapse but for the contract) damages appear to be an adequate remedy.  This is deeply unsatisfactory for all 
parties as claimants rarely want to sue their customers for damages, and contracting authorities then end up paying twice for the same service or contract, 
which is not in the public interest.   Could the existing Court based system be modified to amend this?  

2.3 Answer:  The approach to continuing suspensions or not was a matter of law to be interpreted by the judges and the courts as other matters of law and that 
it reflects a policy position on whether the public sector should be able to enter contracts but be exposed to the risk of paying twice or should be withheld 
from entering contracts in the interests of correct public decision making (and hence not being at risk of paying twice).  If the government wanted to clarify 
what the policy should be on that, it could legislate provided it did so in line with the law and the judges should interpret that accordingly. 

2.4 Question from Professor Sue Arrowsmith:  What is the correct balance between quality of procurement processes and access to justice?  Does the Court 
based system provide an adequate remedy for smaller procurements where the bidders are SMEs?  The expense is very high given the high cost of legal 
representation that is needed, and there is also level of Court fee where damages are claimed (damages of £200,000 and above entails a £10,000 court fee) 
is prohibitory for most SMEs.Is not overall access to justice better served by a  system that involves a degree of compromise of standards in a few cases but 
access to justice in a large number of cases where justice is at present completely unavailable? 

2.5 Answer:  The vast majority of cases do not go to Court because they are resolved in advance.  SMEs could just pay the fee of £528 (rather than the fee of 
£10,000 for damages above £200,000).  

2.6 Question from Sarah Hannaford QC:  Is there enough flexibility to enable fast-track systems for small cases?  For example, with different disclosure 
obligations?   

2.7 Answer: The Courts are and have proven to be extremely flexible, so it is likely that there would be scope for the Courts to examine what is required and 
make directions accordingly.   

3 A PUBLIC LAW BASED SYSTEM 

3.1 This system could be established by amending Part 54 of the Civil Procedure Rules to introduce a modified system of judicial review specifically for 
procurement cases, with a dedicated practice direction.  A pre-action letter following the appropriate protocol would trigger an automatic suspension in every 
case, which would remain in place in every case until trial (accompanied by an exceptional power of the court to enable short term, interim contracts to be 
entered into).  Compulsory disclosure of standard information regarding the procurement would be given within 7 days of the pre-action letter.  A Claim Form 
would be filed with grounds and evidence within 30 days of the award decision.  A permission hearing would take place 10 days thereafter which would filter 
out hopeless, frivolous or vexatious claims.  Where permission is refused, the suspension would be lifted and that would determine the matter.   Where 
permission is granted, a case management conference would deal with any exceptional applications such as for further disclosure or to cross-examine 
witnesses.  The final hearing would be within 4-5 months of contract award. 

                                                   
1  Energy Solutions EU Ltd v Nuclear Decommissioning Authority  [2016] EWHC 3326 



 
 

3.2 Amended regulations would make clear that the available remedies are those available in judicial review arising out of public law based causes of action 
only; namely declarations, mandatory and prohibitory orders.  Remedies based on private law causes of action would not be available save where a purely 
private law cause of action (e.g. breach of contract (express or implied)) could be made out.  This would mean that there would be no entitlement to 
damages.  Instead, the lawfulness of the procurement in question would be determined.  This is in the interests of bidders and authorities (because most 
bidders do not want damages and for authorities having to pay lost profits is a disproportionate sanction for getting the process wrong), it makes economic 
sense (because paying out lost profits to a company which hasn't done what it bid to do is a waste of resources and a waste of public money) and it makes 
legal sense (because public law wrongs do not normally sound in damages). 

3.3 The Administrative Court system is already established, with judges experienced in determining claims of a public law nature.   

3.4 Question from Professor Sue Arrowsmith:  How would this system work in relation to contracts that are not advertised?     

3.5 Answer:  It would be possible to have the same remedy for ineffectiveness as provided for in the current regulations.   

3.6 Question from Professor Sue Arrowsmith:  Would damages have to be based on an argument that an implied contractual term had been breached? If so 
how would that work due to the risk that where there is a detailed legislative scheme it is impossible to imply a contract.  

3.7  Answer:  Damages would be the exception.   

3.8 Question from Sarah Hannaford QC:  It a system based on disclosure of prescribed documents within a very short timetable of 7 days going to lead to 
inadequate disclosure?  What if an authority has not kept good records, or elects not to disclose unhelpful documents.  Without the rigour of the court's 
disclosure process how can the parties be sure that they have seen the true position?   

3.9 Answer:  There is a duty of candour in the judicial review process, and there would be the ability to apply for further disclosure. Response:  But why use the 
Administrative Court when it is the TCC which has the expertise and knowledge of dealing with disclosure?      

4  A TRIBUNAL BASED SYSTEM 

4.1 The proponents of this system argued that it would provide the advantages of speed and low cost of tribunal based systems adopted in other member 
states, and with some modifications would provide the ability to forensically examine the procedure resulting in a just and speedy process.   A specialist 
tribunal could be established consisting of a Judge and two expert panellists.  An issued claim would trigger an automatic suspension.  The suspension 
would only be lifted in extreme urgency so the American Cyanamid test would not apply.  The Court would have the ability to order a short term interim 
contract. 

4.2 Damages would be an available remedy where the Claimant elected to pursue them, or where the suspension was lifted.     

4.3 Applications would be determined on papers only.  There would be prescribed disclosure within 1 week after issuing a claim, with the ability to apply for 
additional disclosure.  Witness evidence would be filed within 10 weeks after issue of the claim, and applications to cross-examine would have to be made 
by week 11.  The default position would be no live witness evidence.  The final hearing would be week 13 with judgment delivered in week 16.   

4.4 Any challenge to the tribunal would be by way of JR only in exceptional circumstances.   

4.5 Each party would bear its own costs. 

4.6 Question from Emily Heard:  If each party is bearing its own costs, does this increase the incidence of challenge as there is little deterrent to bringing an 
otherwise unmerited claim? 

4.7 Answer:  Perhaps there could be some exceptions, but parties want certainty.   

4.8 Question from Professor Sue Arrowsmith:  Is 16 weeks too slow?  Some other member states have far quicker tribunal systems.   

4.9 Answer:  It could be shorter, but need to ensure quality of decision making.   

4.10 Question from Sarah Hannaford QC:  Does this system have the same flaw regarding disclosure at that above (see comment at paragraph 3.8 above)? 

4.11 Answer: Targeted disclosure is important. Key documents would be provided and applications for further items could be made. However this goes to the 
balance and choice between the two main structural options of a forensic/retrospective/damages option and a relatively swift but effective review option 
ahead of the contract being let. 

4.12 Question:  In addition, who pays for the panel?   

4.13 Answer:  It could be self-funded, or potentially a central levy into a tribunal pot from all contracting authorities.   

5 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE FLOOR 

5.1 The proposals are very commercial and focussed on the economic operator.  What about other interested parties, for example NGOs, citizens' bodies?  
Should the test of "sufficient interest" to establish whether a claimant has standing be changed?   

5.2 There are some correlations with the procedural suggestions being made and what happens within the Patents Court, where there is a flexibility to create a 
tribunal within the court system.   

5.3 From the perspective of the contracting authorities, the driver would be to understand which system would increase the risk of challenges and increase the 
cost of running procurements/dealing with challenges.  The current system entails significant cost which may be reduced through a different modified 
procedure.  Any process which did not punish unmerited claims with adverse costs orders would increase the incidence of claims.   

5.4 If there are no damages (or the incidence of damages is reduced to the test on an application to lift the suspension being changed), could there be complete 
flexibility regarding the potential orders the Court or tribunal could make, such that it could order continued suspension, amendment of documents, re-
marking, setting aside of awarded contracts, declarations? 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Reservations were expressed regarding the current Court system, due to the expense and inaccessibility for SMEs.  The high level of Court fee to obtaining 
damages and the cost of conducting a claim through the Courts may be argued not to provide an effective system of remedies for all economic operators. 

6.2 That said, it was acknowledged that the Courts (in particular the TCC) possesses a high level of expertise in dealing with procurement challenges and has 
the capability to offer a flexible and expedited procedure.   Successful cases in the past had, it was observed, centred around the ability to cross-examine 
the witnesses (those responsible for the evaluation) and obtain full disclosure under a rigorous process.  This frequently unlocked the case for both parties.  
The Court system provides this but would benefit from a more flexible and swifter, and potentially cheaper (with a lower court fee) system for smaller cases 
(potentially with no damages).   



 
 

6.3 One of the main changes that could be effected to improve the current court system would be to ensure either that the Courts move away from applying 
American Cyanamid at all on applications to lift the suspension (which could be achieved by amending Regulation 96(2) of the Public Contracts Regulations 
2015 to make it clear that the test applicable is different from that applicable to ordinary injunction applications) or by the Courts developing the case law in 
this area to demonstrate that in public procurement challenges damages are rarely an adequate remedy.  Either way, there seemed to be general support 
for a presumption that the suspension remained in place pending full trial (on an expedited basis) with permission being granted to enter into short-term 
contracts in the interim where urgency was made out.  Any detriment to the contracting authorities in this regard would be balanced against the TCC's ability 
to order expedited trials (and further to hold expedited trials using TCC District Registries).   

6.4 The Tribunal model does offer an interesting model, whether stand alone or within the existing structure of the Court, with experts and a legal chair, as 
happens in many other member states who determine a great number of challenges effectively and swiftly.  The advantages of a tribunal model would be 
the ability to move towards a more paper based, expedited system, but to allow the flexibility for disclosure and cross-examination where appropriate.  A 
tribunal based model would also offer the possibility of damages as an alternative.  That said, reservations were also expressed about damages, and that 
damages ought to be reserved to cases of gross negligence or similar.   

6.5 Drawing together the threads of the various debates and observations, an improved system of remedies may be one which has the following features: 

6.5.1 The automatic suspension is maintained in most cases.  Where exceptional urgency is shown, the authority may apply to enter into a short-term 
interim contract. 

6.5.2 There is a presumption against damages being payable, such that the standard court fee on issue of a claim would be greatly reduced, making 
the system of remedies more accessible to SMEs. 

6.5.3 The existing court system offers high level of expertise and does provide for flexibility, but flexibility could be enhanced to enable more 
streamlined claims where proportionate to do so. 

6.5.4 Greater listing availability (whether through use of District Registries or by having tribunals set up to determine claims – potentially within the 
existing court system) would enhance ability to expedite. 

6.5.5 A greater presumption towards paper based claims would speed up claims and reduce cost, although to balance this there would need to be the 
ability to apply for specific disclosure, evidence and cross-examination where necessary to do so.  

6.6 Professor Arrowsmith commented that before designing any new system we need to look carefully at the systems in Europe which provide a wealth of 
information and in particular look to see how systems with shorter timescales actual deal with evidence issues.  

 
 
 


